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Abstract-Prison is a place for fostering prisoners who have problems with the law with the aim of preparing prisoners to be able to integrate healthily and be accepted in society well. In addition to the skill abilities of prisoners, prisons also have the responsibility to nurture the mental and spiritual prisoners, because mental and spiritual become the main capital to shape the character of prisoners. Prisoners in prison as human beings need the right knowledge to understand the meaning of life, the nature and function of life in the world so that it requires a compass as God's guide in the form of religion. The results of the research in two Class II-A Prison in Magelang, Central Java and Class II B Prison in Cianjur, West Java, showed good results and results where inmates were more characteristic and were acceptable in the community and did not commit illegal acts anymore.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rise of legal cases that led to the process of punishment in a correctional institution is very risky to disruption of public order in general, in order to avoid this, a criminal process that is oriented towards the formation of the inmates to be good and acceptable to the community is needed. Based on the function of the correctional system explained in Article 3 paragraph 2 of Law No. 12 of 1995, namely in order to prepare prisoners in order to integrate healthily with the community, so that they can play a role as members of a free and responsible community. The penal system in addition to aiming to restore prisoners as good citizens also aim to protect the community against the possibility of the repetition of criminal acts by prisoners, as well as the application and inseparable part of the values contained in the Pancasila. This was revealed by Yuyun Nurulaen [1].

Penitentiary is a government effort to foster a person who commits a crime by a judge sentenced to enter the Prison (Prison). The effort to restore it to a good society is an effort to rehabilitate and reintegrate prisoners who give birth to a correctional system [2].

Seeing the urgency of fostering for the inmates is very necessary, it is necessary to have an effective and effective fostering pattern to deliver the inmates to an awareness of their role in life in the world, admit mistakes and also intend to be good human beings. Based on the description above, the problem can be identified as follows: 1) What is the pattern of guidance for the assisted people carried out with a religious approach in the Class II-A Correctional Institution in Magelang, Central Java and Class II B Correctional Institution in Cianjur, West Java ?; 2) How is the standardization of the success of the pattern of formation for the assisted citizens carried out with a religious approach?

II. METHOD

This study uses a socio-legal perspective. Legal insocio-legal, is actually related to the study of law which has been widely developed in legal education, especially studying norms, principles, principles, doctrines, interpretations, and legal reasoning. The purpose of this approach is to finally combines knowledge, skills, and forms of research experience from two (or several) disciplines in an effort to overcome some of the theoretical and methodological constraints of the disciplines concerned and create a basis for developing new forms of analysis [3].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Prison Criminal and Correctional System

The criminal theory which initially had a paradigm of "retaliation" shifted towards the "fostering" paradigm. In this context, the dynamics of society always develop towards a better and more civilized direction. Therefore criminal law as the prevailing norm in society also experiences development in accordance with the development of society [4]. And in general, it can be stated, that the shift in the concept of scanning tends to move from a concept that is "punitive" (backward looking) towards the idea of "fostering" (treatment philosophy) oriented to forward (forward-looking) [5].

The purpose of correctional services is explicitly explained in the section weighing the letter section which states that the correctional system is a series of law enforcement aimed at ensuring that prisoners realize their mistakes, improve themselves and do not repeat crimes so that they can be accepted again by the community. In development, and can live naturally as a good and responsible citizen [6].
The correctional system also aims to protect the public against the possibility of repeated criminal acts by prisoners. Therefore in the implementation of the correctional system, spiritual and physical guidance is carried out and give their rights to carry out worship, relate to outside parties both family and other parties, obtain proper education and obtain information through print or electronic media [7].

The purpose of imprisonment is, in addition to causing suffering from the convicted person for losing his freedom of movement, guiding repentance, educating him to be a useful member of Indonesian socialist society. Or in other words, the purpose of imprisonment is correctional [8]. Criminal or criminal imposition is not merely revenge. The most important goal in imposing criminal sanctions, especially correctional services, is the provision of guidance and protection, from the community to the convicts themselves so that they are converted and can become good members of society [9].

B. The urgency of Religious Values for Humans (Assisted Citizens)

Correctional prisoners as human beings and human resources must be treated well and humanely in an integrated coaching system. Coaching is forced as an effort to awaken inmates to regret their actions and return them to be good people's, obey the law, uphold moral, social and religious values so as to achieve a safe, orderly and peaceful community life that is placed on a juridical basis Law No. 12 of 1995 concerning Corrections [10].

Basically, residents of community institutions are people who have made mistakes and violations of law, but as ordinary people mistakes and violations of the law can occur due to mistakes and accidental. Regardless of the mistakes and violations of law committed by the assisted people, there are things that cannot be less important to be considered, namely regarding the "humanity" side.

The inmates in the community institution as human beings need the right knowledge to understand the meaning of life, about the nature and function of life in the world, so that inevitably it is appropriate that humans need a compass as a guide in the form of God's guidance. Therefore, the role of religion is very important to foster human character and mentality in living the life process and only in religion there are rules and guidelines so that humans can and are able to carry out all activities and behaviors so that people return to facing God in good condition.

C. The pattern of fostering the assisted citizens in the Class II-A Correctional Institution in Magelang, Central Java and Class II B Correctional Institution Cianjur, West Java

The implementation of guidance for the funders in an effort to return the criminal to a good society is very important to do, not only material or spiritual, but both must be balanced, these are the main things that support prisoners easily in living their lives after they are finished undergo a criminal period [11].

The consideration that a person is a human who has inherent rights because humans are civilized and intelligent (homo sapiens) beings. This was stated by John Locke. Furthermore John Locke said, that as homo sapiens, humans have three kinds of rights, namely the right to life, the right to freedom/independence, and the right to own something (property rights) which includes property, lives, and freedom (liberties), life, body, independence, honor and property (leven, lijf, vrijheids, eer, vermogen) [12].

The concept of resocialization is carried out to correct deficiencies that occur in the socialization process. The concept of socialization itself began to develop in 1930, in this process involved the process of strengthening social relations, the development of achievement of self-concept and others, learning skills, views of motivation needed for participation in society, in the context of resocialization correctional strategies contain more meaning than that, namely changing the behavior of prisoners in accordance with the norms and values adopted in the process of free society in general [13].

IV. CONCLUSION

The pattern of coaching with a religious approach has shown good results. This can be seen from the attitudes and behavior of the inmates. Barometer and indications of success can be seen from the adaptability of the people assisted with the prison environment and post-free from criminal imprisonment with the community. Ex assisted people no longer commit acts of crime even the inmates can use their skills and knowledge as capital received in the community again. So that the suggestions and recommendations of this article are: 1) It is expected that the correctional institutions will further enhance cooperation with related parties in order to further optimize coaching for the assisted citizens; 2) It is expected that parties involved in the formation of both the Ministry of Religion. Both the MUI and the Church Council have structured programs and curricula; 3) It is hoped that the government will cover the existence of these religious coaches with stronger regulations, and even provide a special budget for guidance.
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